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There are now strong
evidences that neutrinos
are massive and lepton
flavors are mixed. Since
in the Standard Model
neutrinos are massless
particles, the SM must be
extended by adding
neutrino masses.
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Neutrinos are massless in the SM as a result of the model’s
simple structure:

--- SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge symmetry and Lorentz invariance;
Fundamentals of the model, mandatory for its consistency as a QFT.
--- Economical particle content:
No right-handed neutrinos --- a Dirac mass term is not allowed.
Only one Higgs doublet --- a Majorana mass term is not allowed.
--- Renormalizability:
No dimension ≥ 5 operators --- a Majorana mass term is forbidden.
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Beyond the SM: SEESAW
Neutrinos are Majorana particles

ν R + Majorana & Dirac masses + seesaw
Natural description of the smallness of ν-masses
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Integrate out heavy
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Typical seesaw models
SEESAW

SU(2)_L singlet fermions
SU(2)_L triplet scalars
SU(2)_L triplet fermions

T-1: SM + 3 right-handed (Majorana) neutrinos (Minkowski 77;
Yanagida 79; Glashow 79; Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slanski 79; Mohapatra,
Senjanovic 79)

T-2: SM + 1 Higgs triplet (Magg, Wetterich 80; Schechter, Valle 80; Cheng, Li 80; Lazarides et
al 80; Mohapatra, Senjanovic 80; Gelmini, Roncadelli 80)

T-3: SM + 3 triplet fermions (Foot, Lew, He, Joshi 89)

variations
combination
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Where is the new physics?
What is the energy scale at which the seesaw mechanism works?
PLANK

GUT: to unify strong, weak & electromagnetic forces?
Conventional Seesaws:
heavy degrees of freedom near _GUT.

GUT

This appears to be rather reasonable, since one often
expects new physics to appear around a fundamental
scale.

seesaw

Naturalness
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TeV type-I seesaw

structural cancellation

Unnatural case: large cancellation in the leading seesaw term.
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TeV-scale (right-handed) Majorana
neutrinos: small masses of light
Majorana neutrinos come from
sub-leading perturbations.

(Buchmueller, Greub 91; Ingelman, Rathsman 93;
Heusch, Minkowski 94; ……; Kersten, Smirnov 07).

1
T
M ν  M DM R M D  0
Underlying symmetry: discrete flavor symmetry (A4, S4)?
Radiative corrections? Renormalization group running?
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Type-II seesaw: add one SU(2)L Higgs triplet into the SM.

Δ is close to the TeV scale, λФ is naturally tiny since λФ=0 enhances the
symmetry of the model.
‘t Hooft’s naturalness criterion (80)

Light neutrino
mass matrix
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Type-II seesaw: add one SU(2)L Higgs triplet into the SM.

Δ is close to the TeV scale, λФ is naturally tiny since λФ=0 enhances the
symmetry of the model.
‘t Hooft’s naturalness criterion (80)

Light neutrino
mass matrix

Type-(I+II) seesaw: simple combination of type-I & type-II seesaws.
The neutrino mass term:
and the seesaw relation:
Chao, Shu, Xing & Zhou, (07)

Cancellation between unrelated sources: quite unnatural
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Phenomenological consequence of the type-II seesaw model
a.

Light neutrino Majorana
mass term

b.

Non-standard neutrino
interactions

c.

Interactions of four
charged leptons

d.

Self-coupling of the SM
Higgs doublets
Malinsky, Ohlsson, Zhang, PRD(RC) 09
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Phenomenological consequence of the type-II seesaw model
a.
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mass term

b. Non-standard neutrino
interactions
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Interactions of four
charged leptons

d.

Self-coupling of the SM
Higgs doublets
Malinsky, Ohlsson, Zhang, PRD(RC) 09
The widely
studied NSI
operators

mW2
  2 If new physicsscale ~ 1(10) TeV   ~ 102 (104 )
mX
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• Non-standard interactions at neutrino sources:

(Standard:

)

• Non-standard interactions at neutrino detectors:

(Standard:

)

These effects can be measured even for L=0 (near detector Pμe (L=0) ≠ 0)
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• Non-standard interactions at neutrino sources:

(Standard:

)

• Non-standard interactions at neutrino detectors:

(Standard:

)

These effects can be measured even for L=0 (near detector Pμe (L=0) ≠ 0)
• Non-standard interactions with matter during propagation:
Constraints by experiments with neutrinos and charged leptons (Davidson et al., 03).
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NSIs from type-II seesaw model
Integrating out the heavy triplet field (at tree-level)!

Relations between neutrino mass matrix and NSI parameters:

Experimental constraints from LFV and rare decays, …

To be
avoided
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NSIs from type-II seesaw model
Upper bounds on NSI parameters in the Type-II seesaw model

mΔ = 1 TeV

 For a hierarchical mass spectrum, (i.e., m1<0.05 eV),
all the NSI effects are suppressed.
 For a nearly degenerate mass spectrum, (i.e., m1>0.1 eV),
two NSI parameters can be sizable.
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Phenomena at a neutrino factory and the LHC
 Wrong sign muons at the near detector of a neutrino factory

SD

VS.

NSI

Sensitivity limits at 90 % C.L.
Our settings:
1021 useful muon decays of each
polarity, 4+4 years running of
neutrinos and antineutrinos, a
magnetized iron detector with
fiducial mass 1 kt.
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Phenomena at a neutrino factory and the LHC
 Wrong sign muons at the near detector of a neutrino factory

SD
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Sensitivity limits at 90 % C.L.
Our settings:
1021 useful muon decays of each
polarity, 4+4 years running of
neutrinos and antineutrinos, a
magnetized iron detector with
fiducial mass 1 kt.

 Like-sign di-lepton production at the LHC

The doubly charged Higgs produced at the LHC would
predominantly decay into a pair of identical leptons
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Inverse seesaw
SM + 3 heavy right-handed neutrinos + 3 SM gauge singlet neutrinos
Mohapatra and Valle, 86

9x9 -mass matrix:

Light neutrino mass matrix:
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Inverse seesaw
SM + 3 heavy right-handed neutrinos + 3 SM gauge singlet neutrinos
Mohapatra and Valle, 86

9x9 -mass matrix:

LNV: tiny

Light neutrino mass matrix:

In the limit μ→0: massless neutrinos & lepton number conservation

Realization in extra dimension theories

(Blennow, Melbéus, Ohlsson & Zhang, in progress)
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Phenomenological consequence of the inverse seesaw model
Malinsky, Ohlsson, Zhang, PRD 09
Non-unitarity effects

In the inverse seesaw model, the overall 9×9 neutrino mass
matrix can be diagonalized by a unitary matrix:

The charged current Lagrangian in the mass basis:

F governs the magnitude of non-unitarity effects

~ (mν/MR )1/2 (Type-I seesaw)
~ (mν/μ )1/2

(Inverse seesaw)
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Oscillation probability in vacuum (e.g.,

Antusch et al 07):
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Oscillation probability in vacuum (e.g.,

Antusch et al 07):

“Zero-distance”
(near-detector) effect at L = 0
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Oscillation probability in vacuum (e.g.,

Antusch et al 07):

“Zero-distance”
(near-detector) effect at L = 0

Oscillation in matter: neutral currents are involved

(Goswami, Ota 08; Luo 08; Xing 09)
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Collider signatures:

 Tri-lepton production
LFV but not LNV
Small SM background



Lepton flavor violating decays: →μγ, →eγ, μ→eγ

Different from the type-I seesaw, in the inverse seesaw model,
one can have sizeable K without facing the difficulty of neutrino
mass generation since they are decoupled.
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Sencivity search at a neutrino factory
The μ→ channel together with a near detector provides us
with the most favorable setup to constrain the non-unitarity effects.

We consider a typical neutrino
factory setup with an OPERA-like
near detector with fiducial mass
of 5 kt. We assume a setup with
approximately1021 useful muon
decays and five years of
neutrino and another five years
of anti-neutrino running.
Malinsky, Ohlsson, Xing & Zhang,
arXiv: 0905.2889
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Concluding remarks
1. Non-standard neutrino interactions could be naturally
generated in low-scale seesaw models, and should be
taken into account in phenomenological studies.

2. Among low-scale fermionic seesaw models, the
inverse seesaw model turns out to be the most
plausible and realistic one, giving birth to sizable
non-unitarity effects.
3. The LHC and neutrino factory open a new window
towards understanding the origin of neutrino masses
and lepton number violation around TeV scale.

Thanks !
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